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Executive summary
Despite what the media may tell you, the future of work is not the loss of jobs by
technology, it is the automation and augmentation of work tasks and the addition of
entirely new jobs.
The transition, however, will not be easy, and the benefits are not evenly distributed. Some
industries, companies, economies, and communities will bear the brunt of the downside
effect, whereas others will flourish and deliver huge rewards to those who invest in or grow
with them. And, although technology adoption is inevitable, the responsible employer
considers the indirect effects and does not pass the cost to the individual employee or on to
society.
In this report we highlight the industries and occupations that will be impacted the most by
emerging technology so that as a nation, we can prepare for and avoid potential
unemployment driven by technological advancement.
The team at Faethm by Pearson exist to help leaders get this right. If individuals, leaders of
companies, governments, and educators better understand the future or work, we will be
better prepared and future generations will look back on this period as a Third Renaissance,
not a Fourth Industrial Revolution.
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The Future of Australian Jobs
Approach to modelling
Faethm by Pearson provides strategic workforce planning to help our customers prepare
their workforce for the future of work. In this report we apply our modelling to project the
impact of emerging technologies on the future of the Australian workforce over the next 10
years (see Appendix for our full methodology).
The Faethm by Pearson model describes jobs by their discrete tasks and we apply machine
learning to predict what technology could be adopted to automate or augment these tasks
in the future. Using economic forecasts to calculate jobs growth and then overlaying this
with our model of technology adoption we can see how jobs are impacted and rapidly
changing.
The model does not predict ‘job losses’, but does predict that a lot of what we consider
work today, will be replaced by technology in the future. How we respond to this
transformation will determine whether jobs will be lost or ‘seamlessly’ transitioned to new
jobs.
Many tasks that can be considered repetitive, or even ‘robotic’, could be readily automated.
This opens up opportunities for employees to take on more interesting work: customer
service staff having more time with customers rather than being bogged down in data entry,
or finance professionals spending less time working through complex spreadsheets and
more time in strategic analysis, to present just a few examples.
However, jobs are changing fast and while demand for some jobs will increase, others will
decline creating a gap in the labour force. The reason we built these models, and why we
exist as a business, is to avoid these potential job-losses, by identifying, and highlighting, the
need for a labour force that has the right composition of skills and capabilities to meet the
needs of the future workforce.
Our modelling considers the impact of technology in three ways: automation;
augmentation; and addition (see box: Faethm definitions and methodology). Most reports
focus exclusively on automation – work being displaced by technology – but few discuss the
topic of augmentation – work being made more efficient with the help of technology,
freeing up time for higher-value-add activities. Moreover, there are several jobs that will
need to be added in the future, to support the implementation, development, and training
of new technology. While automation will pose risks, it also raises the possibility for workers
to upskill and reskill to transition into more productive and needed jobs. Simultaneously, in
order to take advantage of augmentation, employees need to be upskilled and reskilled. By
making responsible, data-informed, and proactive steps we have the agency to direct
outcomes of technological deployment.
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Our modelling shows that economic growth will still drive the need for occupations,
however, the nature of jobs will quickly evolve as tasks are both automated and augmented
by technology and this will impact future demand.
As an example, while the work of an accountant can be highly automated, our economic
modelling suggests that the demand for accountants still grows, but at a greatly reduced
rate. Over the next 10 years (projections to 2032), accountants will grow from 186.4K to
193.6K – approximately 0.4% annual growth rate. Put another way, if there wasn't any
technology adoption there would be another 45,000+ jobs created. The 45,000+ potential
jobs are removed from the economic forecast to calculate our Headcount in 2032.
Occupation

Headcount in
2022

Headcount in
2032 (including
tech impact)

Net change

Economic
growth

Technology
impact

Accountant
(General)

169,540

175,340

+5,800

+47,470

-41,670

Taxation
accountant

16,890

18,300

+1,410

+5,500

-4,090
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Impact to the Australian workforce
Our projected demand for Australian workers is still positive into the future. Most industries
will still drive jobs-growth at the same time as adopting technology.

While some regions are adopting technology at a faster rate (determined by the types of
industries and occupations within these regions), these regions still see continued jobs
growth into the future. The Top 5 areas with greatest technology adoption are listed below.
Region (SA 4 level)

Headcount in 2022

Headcount in 2032
(including reduction by
technology adoption)

Jobs at risk by
technology adoption

Melbourne – South East

457,210

477,390

-88,610

Melbourne – West

443,470

464,940

-86,300

Melbourne – Inner

446,480

490,180

-78,260

Gold Coast

371,650

384,500

-68,170

Sydney – Inner South
West

299,140

313,620

-58,570
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Heath Care and Social Assistance; Professional, Scientific and Technical Services; and
Construction industries will see strong jobs growth over the next 10 years. While
Manufacturing; Retail Trade; and Accommodation and Food Services will see the greatest
declines.

The largest jobs growth will be experienced by Aged and Disability Care workers, and
greatest declines for Sales Assistants, Clerks and Checkout Operators.
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What’s concerning from the results of this analysis is that the workers most at risk of future
job losses are typically in jobs that generally require lower levels of skill, such as retail
workers and checkout operators. For these workers, they will have limited transferrable
skills to shift careers. Without the right support, it will be hard for these employees to
transition to in-demand jobs in other industries. Ideally, a retail worker could transition to a
high-growth job such as in aged care or childcare. But without the support from Federal and
State governments to help these workers capture the right skills, many will be left behind.
Work is already evolving through the loss of some tasks by automation and the change of
others by augmentation. Firms are currently investing heavily in Robotic Process
Automation, which is automating many routine processes: reducing time spent on boring
mundane tasks and allowing more time for more complex non-routine tasks. And machine
learning and AI is being adopted by companies to make us more productive when
performing tasks.
Why not refer to this as the ‘Evolution of Work’?
In Darwinian theory, evolution is a process of change, without direction, driven by random
events. For the organism (or worker), rather than a deliberate or intentional change towards
a defined future, it is a force completely outside of its control. Consider this a warning –
work is evolving, driven by the actions of others. If Governments, companies, educational
institutions, and individuals do not take control of their future, they will not be fit to survive
as work evolves beyond their capabilities.
Change is happening right now, and those who don’t recognise it and prepare for it are in
danger of falling behind.
We are firm believers that with the right information, infrastructure, and will, companies,
individuals, and educational institutions can adapt to these changes in an efficient, fair, and
prosperous manner. Leaders of companies, big and small, need to understand their talent’s
capabilities and gaps, in order to keep abreast of technological changes and ensure their
workforce continues to evolve. Government leaders need to ensure at-risk workers can still
participate in the economy. Educational institutions have a responsibility to adapt their
training courses to ensure they’re creating the right supply of workers to support this future
demand and are able to support the reskilling and upskilling of workers to facilitate their
continued workforce involvement.
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The impact of emerging technology across industry and jobs
Applying our modelling across Australian industries we can identify those industries and jobs
experiencing the greatest adoption of technology which indicates the greatest change to
work practices. Applying a scenario with a 2.6% economic growth rate across Australia, and
a moderate scenario of technology adoption, we identified four industries readily adopting
technology:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Retail trade
Professional, scientific, and technical services
Financial and insurance services
Health care and social assistance

We describe ‘Impact’ here as the combination of both automating and augmenting
technologies, and therefore provides an indicator of the extent of change to be expected.
The below tables therefore show expected industry growth based on economic forecasts
but offset with declining demand caused by technology adoption.
Top impacted jobs per industry (Headcount in 2032 includes job reductions from
technology)
Retail trade
Occupation

Headcount in 2022

Headcount in 2032

Jobs impacted by
technology adoption

Sales assistant (General)

441,470

406,270

-113,780

Checkout operator

96,130

77,300

-34,530

Retail manager
(General)

141,680

137,230

-29,940

Professional, scientific, and technical services (Headcount in 2032 includes job
reductions from technology)
Occupation

Headcount in 2022

Headcount in 2032

Jobs impacted by
technology adoption

Accountant (General)

97,580

106,870

-25,260

Bookkeeper

46,980

42,140

-19,180

General Clerk

26,720

26,430

-9,250
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Financial and insurance services (Headcount in 2032 includes job reductions from
technology)
Occupation

Headcount in 2022

Headcount in 2032

Jobs impacted by
technology adoption

Bank worker

65,040

50,960

-24,080

Financial investment
advisor

28,260

24,150

-8,770

Insurance consultant

22,960

19,080

-7,420

Health care and social assistance (Headcount in 2032 includes job reductions from
technology)
Occupation

Headcount in 2022

Headcount in 2032

Jobs impacted by
technology adoption

Medical receptionist

64,390

59,860

-24,810

Receptionist (General)

35,230

34,110

-12,560

Childcare worker

96,890

118,940

-11,950
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The impact of emerging technology on graduates
Many students entering university pay little attention to what career they want to pursue
after graduation. For those that do, few would have considered the future impact of
technology on their career choice. Here we look at the occupations that require higher
education and are most at risk of automation (by percentage of task automation only).
The topmost at risk jobs are generally within the financial industry – where more than half
of the tasks performed could be automated by technology over the next 10 years. Others of
note include pilots, accountants, and lab scientists and chemists.
These jobs, while requiring high levels of knowledge and lengthy study, often require many
routine tasks that can be automated by robotic process automation, as in the case of
workers in the financial industry, or physical robots as in the case for lab scientists and
chemists.
As a further example, the majority of tasks that are required to fly a commercial plane are
now largely automatable and given the current shortage of pilots in the labour force, this
will only drive further automation in the industry.
No Government should leave our children to guess what the future looks like when planning
their future studies and career. Instead, we need to perform whole-of-economy workforce
planning to better understand the future supply and demand of roles. This report identifies
that Australian graduates will enter careers that will be greatly transformed by technology.
We therefore need to prepare our graduates with the right skills and capabilities to meet
the future demand.
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Data presented for occupations (from Australian census) requiring higher education. Data shows the
impact on tasks only and does not consider economic demand.
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Importance of Strategic Workforce Planning
As technology impacts our work, hiring managers and HR leaders need to adopt strategic
workforce planning, including advanced models of supply and demand as employed here. As
the labour market shifts there will not be enough talent with the right skills. Companies,
therefore, need to rethink recruitment and retention strategies and allow for reskilling and
role repositioning.
EXAMPLE: Accountants have a number of transferable skills that will set them up for a variety of new
careers. In particular, for cyber security – an in-demand role - they share a number of applied skills:
•
•
•
•
•

Importance of being exact or accurate
Working to meet strict deadlines
Processing information: compiling, coding, categorizing, calculating, tabulating, auditing, or
verifying information or data.
Providing consultation and advice to others: providing guidance and expert advice to
management or other groups on technical, systems-, or process-related topics.
Monitoring and assessing the performance of yourself, other individuals, or organizations to
make improvements or take corrective action.

However, technical skills and knowledge represent the largest gaps that would have to be closed. The
most in demand skills for a cyber security analyst are (derived from Australian job ads):
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

Cybersecurity
Vulnerability management
Security information and event management (SIEM)
Security controls
Vulnerability assessment
Security policies
Security management
Risk assessment
Information security management
Security analysis
Incident Management
Incident Response
Risk Management
Splunk
Network Security
Vulnerability Scanning
Cloud Security
Microsoft Azure
Technical Information
Identity And Access Management (IAM)
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At Faethm by Pearson, we provide our customers with a strategic workforce planning toolkit
to prepare their workforce for the future of work. As this report highlights, workforce
transformation will only speed up, and an organisation’s talent strategy must keep pace.
Artificial intelligence (AI), automation, robotics, and 3-D printing are all examples of new
technologies that are reshaping workplaces across the globe.
New technology has always changed the nature of work; however, there has never been a
time when so many roles have been under threat at once. The pace of change is now
exponential; we have a unique opportunity to embrace technological change—and shape its
impact on our employees and workplaces—rather than simply react to it as it happens. In
fact, the World Economic Forum’s 2018 Future of Jobs report found that companies who
proactively address impending technological disruption are three times more likely to
improve their market share over their competitors in the same industry. These organisations
also perform twice as well on average compared with their peers overall.
Strategic workforce planning is how organisations plan their workforce for the future skills
and capabilities they will need to meet business strategy. Here, we offer some tips to get
you – as an Australian business leader - started on your strategic workforce planning
journey.
1. Start small
Identify projects which align closely with company strategy and where you can make an
impact. Try not to fixate on resources you don't have. For example, you may not think you
have all the data but you can extrapolate a lot of information from the most basic of
workforce data at a relatively low cost, such as associated skills and tasks. Once you have
shown value, it is easier to get buy-in later and obtain resources and expand your program.
2. Establish a multi-functional team
Strategic workforce planning should tie in with the broader business agenda, so build a team
of stakeholders and influencers who support your goals. This can be made up of business
unit leaders, finance, IT and more. After all, you will need the inside track on how your
organisation is currently functioning, the impacts of the company’s digitalisation agenda on
your future staffing needs, the cost implications and trusted leaders who can inspire and
guide employees throughout the transition.
3. Embrace technology solutions
Pre-built job taxonomies, data on how skills demands are expected to change, and
modelling impacts of technology adoption on your workforce are examples of technology
solutions that will add a huge amount of value to your workforce planning. Accelerating
time to value is a good investment - the pace of change is fast and this enables you to direct
more time and resources towards driving actual results.
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4. Plan ahead of time
Being proactive and making plans well in advance will open up options to maximise the
opportunities strategic workforce planning can deliver for your organisation. Reskilling and
redeploying workers makes for a sustainable, adaptable and committed workforce. It is also
usually more cost-effective than a fire/hire cycle, but it requires time. You need to identify
the appropriate workers and transition paths, then recruit internally for willing participants.
Employees have their own agendas. It’s difficult to hasten acceptance, willingness to change
and the transitions into new roles. Giving employees time to digest their options and buy
into your program pays dividends. Investing in tools to fast-track the decision-making
process means that you can progress to focusing on meeting your people’s needs during
your program implementation.
5. Engage and empower your people
Workforce change shouldn't be a secret. Organisations are often hesitant to unsettle
employees, but by being honest and clear ahead of time, you inspire trust and gain the
opportunity to guide them through the changes. By giving people access to the information
and tools they need to shape their future, you are supporting their employability as well as
progressing towards a capable and prepared future at your organisation.
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How does every employee become robot-proof?
The evolution of jobs and the inability of governments and corporations to fund reskilling
programs at scale puts pressure on employees to upskill to ensure they remain relevant and
stay employed. But focusing on gaining technical or discipline-related skills alone is
inadequate. Demand for specific technical skills changes too fast and the shelf-life for
discipline-related competences is too short. Instead, employees need to focus on enduring
core capabilities that will emphasize those typically human attributes that no robot can
replicate with any value.
Applying the Faethm by Pearson model of Automation and Augmentation, we can analyse
the remaining skills and abilities required in the future. These future skills and abilities are
grouped into 32 Future of Work Capabilities, across five major groups.
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All the 32 capabilities are listed on the following pages. But it is worth highlighting what we
regard as the most important of the future capabilities. Starting with Personal Learning and
Mastery. Work is changing rapidly, and every employee needs to take ownership of their
own journey to continually up-skill and re-skill.
Also of critical importance is Value Orientation. This means taking responsibility for the
results of your own work. Companies and institutions will want individuals that can add
value. All employees must ask themselves ‘What can I contribute that will significantly
improve the performance and results of my workplace?’.
As organisations become more global and remote working more acceptable, Cultural and
Social Intelligence is becoming more important. We know having diversity in organisations
and teams can increase creativity and productivity, but only if we have the capability to
work together.
The world is experiencing immense change, be it from technology, climate change or
political uncertainty and employers will be seeking critical thinkers and creative problem
solvers to help navigate this change. Capabilities including Critical Thinking, Problem Solving
and Creativity can and should be learnt.
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APPENDIX 1: METHODOLOGY
Faethm by Pearson’s workforce analytics marries a sophisticated economic forecasting
methodology with a detailed workforce technology impact model. This creates a granular
view of the future of industries, jobs, and skills and enables users to pre-empt and navigate
skill shortages.
FAETHM’S TECHNOLOGY IMPACT MODEL
Intelligent algorithms, generative artificial intelligence and robotics will come to increasingly
impact the way in which companies compete to create goods and services. These
technologies, amongst many, will have significant and lasting impacting on the shape of the
future of the workforce.
Faethm AI has developed a unique technology application model based on a rich ontology of
occupations and jobs across the workforce, that estimates the likelihood that a job will be
impacted by technologies over time. The automation and augmentation predictions
consider each job’s specific tasks, attributes (i.e., abilities, knowledge, and skills), location,
compensation, and seniority to create specific insights for every industry in every country. It
also predicts which and how many jobs will be needed to support technology
implementations in a specific location or industry.
Faethm’s technology impacts predictions are created using a series of models and
algorithms classified in four sections: Technology Adoption Model, Workforce Attribution
Model, AI Engine, and Contextual Regional Data.

Technology Adoption Model
This model predicts the adoption pace of different technology types and the magnitude of
the impact that these technologies can have on jobs over time.
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Some technologies may have profound impacts on a given task but may not be available for
widespread use for decades, especially in emerging economies. Others, like robotic process
automation, could be quite close to being rolled out across a range of tasks and jobs in an
economy.
The rate of adoption is calculated based on characteristics of both the industry and the
country, and includes a range of metrics, from infrastructure availability to the competitive
forces shaping an industry. Importantly, the adoption rates for technologies are strongly
impacted by location. Technology adoption rates therefore illustrate the likelihood, or
propensity, of adopting technologies impacting work tasks across industries in a specific
country. Faethm has developed technology adoption models for all countries and industries.
Work Attribution Model
This model defines jobs and their attributes to assess how jobs can be impacted by
automation and augmentation at a task level. Our occupation ontology includes over 5,600
jobs across not only different occupations but also different seniorities. Each defined initially
by 244 attributes, originally based on O*NET data structure. Each job attribute describes the
importance of either a skill, ability, knowledge, activity, context, or style that is core to a job.
We have identified over 26,000 tasks that are performed as part of these jobs, from simple
tasks such as “Answering customer queries and providing support” to more complex tasks
such as “The analysis and forecast of complex weather data provided from remote sensors”.
Faethm AI Engine
The Faethm AI Engine is a supervised machine learning algorithm, that uses the Technology
Adoption Model and Work Attribution Model training datasets, to predict automation,
augmentation, and addition across 5,600+ jobs in the Faethm Ontology.
The AI Engine learns what jobs are automatable or augmentable, and what addition is
required, based on a job’s underlying attributes and tasks.
Our models link each task to a matching emerging technology from our technology taxonomy
and estimate the impacted time for that task based on the type of technology as well as the
likely timeframe in which the industry will adopt that technology.
The final model provides a percentage for each job that is possible to be automated, and
over a set timeframe in the future. For example, a job can have 10 per cent of its tasks
reduced, either by eliminating small portions of many tasks that add up to a full 10 per cent,
or by eliminating a single task that relates to 10 per cent of the total time. The technologies
that augment can create efficiencies, and to a lesser extent, reduce the time taken for
certain tasks. We count the impact of technologies in the percentage of the time that is no
longer required to do the same amount of work. Another way to quantify this impact,
equally valid, is through efficiency gains.
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We also include jobs that are created to support the technology adoption across industries
and jobs. These jobs reflect a specialised set of skillsets from data science to software
development and service, which account for the idea that many of these automation
technologies require their own servicing capabilities. These jobs are added back into the
same industry as the impacted jobs. The volume of these jobs is, however, a fraction of the
overall jobs impacted by automation, and should be considered as an acknowledgement
that software systems require maintenance, development, and adjustment, but that the
industry that supports that will be a fraction of the people and workload that these
algorithms carry.
Contextual Regional Data
Impacts are contextualised by utilising job titles, salaries, industries, and demographic data
like age and gender, to allow the exploration of the effects across societies and communities.
Data is derived from the Australian census.
WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT
Workforce Development can demonstrate the future of every industry, of every job, in
every future. It relies on the simultaneous application of two distinct workforce models: an
economic scenario model that links economic growth to the likely workforce demand, and a
technology model that identifies and applies the impact of automation and augmentation
technologies across the workforce.
Economic growth is used to determine the future demand for goods and services across a
range of industries, and inform the projected demand jobs for each industry, expressed as
headcount.
Technology adoption has a dual effect: it reduces the demand for some jobs, through
automation and augmentation technologies, and it increases the demand for specific jobs
needed to enable technology implementation. These effects are also expressed as
headcount.
The combination of distinct economic growth and technology adoption rates results in
unique scenarios of workforce demand, with a detailed examination across multiple
workforce demographics that can be explored in workforce development. These scenarios
are the basis to calculate and anticipate skill shortages for workforce mobilisation.
Faethm’s Economic Model
Our economic scenario modelling utilises three inputs: economic growth across industries,
as the main input into workforce demand, industry supply chains, to weigh in the linkages
that exist across the economy, and employment elasticity, to translate economic growth
into workforce growth.
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Economic Growth
Economic growth expectations give rise to workforce demand for different jobs over time.
Our model provides an extrapolation of past trends in economic growth at an industry level,
as well as testing policy, growth, or risk expectations and their effects on workforce
demand.
We use the definition of industries as it is given by the census datasets, which typically
includes private and public sector employers. Industry specificity allows us to understand
the impact of subtle policies aimed at stimulating specific areas of the economy, without
necessarily shocking the aggregate growth of the economy, which allows the exploration of
the relative and marginal impacts of economic shocks and policies in a more controlled way.
We utilise forecasts of industry gross Value Added (GVA) real growth rates up to 15 years
into the future, which can be further segmented into different periods to show economic
shocks and recoveries at future time periods, or to represent different future growth
regimes that link to one another. For example, projecting a fast growth for industry A for the
first five years, then transitioning to a more moderate growth for the next 10 years.
Typically, one of the scenarios will be labelled as a “base case” scenario and serve as a
useful benchmark to compare and test alternative scenarios or test the sensitivities of
different growth rates to workforce demand. It need not be the most likely future state
scenario, as the point of the exercise is not necessarily to provide the best forecast of a
fifteen-year future world, but to provide a rich and variable landscape of future economic
outcomes that allows the exploration of different shocks or policy decisions.
These elements allow a much more detailed and nuanced understanding of economic
scenarios that can be explored and provides a fine grade tool for users to evaluate the
impact of targeted policies or assess specific shocks.
Industry supply chains
Economies are composed of complex linkages between firms and industries. This requires a
recognition that shocking one area of an economy, for a given industry, is likely to have
ripple effects across a range of other linked industries.
To model these effects, we use an industry input-output (I-O) table supplied by the
country’s official bureau of statistics. The table shows the relationship between industries in
terms of the total goods and/or services used as inputs from one industry into another. This
allows us to quantify the ripple impacts between industries, especially where the target
customer of an industry experiences a negative shock, and its supplier is similarly adversely
impacted. The current model will take an economic shock and apply the supply chain impact
to quantify the impact on all nearby industries for each period of the forecast.
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The current model allows for direct input-output relationships between industries but does
not account for indirect relationships arising from consumption. For example, a mining
industry that experiences a decline in growth, and therefore employees, is not regarded to
impact the hospitality industry in the local area through a direct link. The consumption chain
is presently not defined in any publicly available dataset and would make an interesting
investigation point for future research.
Employment Elasticity
Growth in economic output and growth in employment evolve in tandem over time, though
not at the same rate. We utilise employment elasticity, or how much employment growth in
one industry is associated with one percentage point of economic growth from that industry
to project how economic growth maps into workforce growth.
A larger elasticity, or rate of transfer, is associated with employment-intensive growth,
whereas a smaller elasticity is associated with a productivity-intensive growth. To maximize
the potential for inclusive economic development, growth in productivity and employment
must be pursued simultaneously.
Each country has distinct employment elasticities, but in general, industries that are human
resource centric have a larger elasticity than industries that are commodity centric. Where
data may not be available, we follow the categorisation of industries introduced by Crivelly,
Fuceri and Toujas-Bernate (2012), that classifies industries into agriculture, services and
industry.
Their research shows that the elasticity of demand for labour is proportional to the
economic activity by a ratio of around 0.7 to 0.8 depending on the industry category. This is
defined as a contemporaneous multiplier to effectively transform expected economic
growth into workforce demand growth.
Faethm’s research has found support for this type of multiplier in our work, where we
investigated not only the translation of GVA (Gross Value Added) economic growth, but also
revenue growth in the corporate sector. The results vary significantly by industry, and show
clearly that the most human labour-intensive sectors, such as services, are most responsive
to both rises and falls in economic activity in terms of job creation and loss.
The information structure of the model can be compared to the Cobb-Douglas production
function, whereby the economy is split into human labour and capital, with their own
productivity rates, and therefore rates of substitution. Using new technologies that
automate and augment human labour implicitly suggests that the factors of production are
being switched from human labour into capital (machinery, software and so on). While the
Cobb-Douglas production function proposed two primary sources of value for the economy,
we could functionally conceive of three:
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(i)
(ii)
(iii)

Human labour that improves at a slow/moderate pace of productivity due to
better education.
Physical capital. This includes the presence of money, as well as machinery.
The impact of this capital is in the classic sense of machines helping produce
more things for people.
Information capital. This could be thought of as the information technology’s
input into the economy, and encompasses AI, chatbots, and other data and
software enabled technologies.

The classic economic theory requires that we measure the stock, or level, of each, as well as
its productivity, or an aggregate number like Total Factor Productivity. While we can
measure the workforce, its employment, it is harder to measure the level of machinery and
its productivity. Finally, the information capital appears to present its own challenges during
this period, as data and software rises in stock exponentially, as does its productivity.
The coefficient estimate of 0.7 – 0.8 suggests that the contribution of human labour is still
significant to economic output, however, it also implies that 30% of the output is about nonhuman labour related elements such as broad capital and information capital. This means
that any measure of efficiency that only uses the workforce, will see the human workforce
efficiency rise significantly, the same as it would if we introduced a tractor to an agricultural
industry in the 1900s. The question of attribution, where shall we define the impact of
human labour and how can we measure it, separates a model that assumes that human
labour is the beneficiary of AI and software technologies, therefore rising its efficiency
significantly, and one that assigns this benefit discretely into its own category, such as the
one above.
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